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Product data sheet - Storico plank
Multi layered parquet elements as per EN 13489, for use as indoor covering, equipped with a cir-

cumferential  tongue and groove joint,  and a circumferential  plank-character emphasising V-bevel.

Product Thickness Top layer Mid layer Back pull

Storico plank 15 mm 4 mm sawcut lamella 9 mm rift cut spruce 2 mm spruce

Dimensions:

Wood moisture content:

Surface:

Storage: 

Installation:

Requirements:

Compulsory initial care:

Width: 190 / 220 mm

Length: 2010 / 2410 mm

7 +/- 2 %

Storico

ready-to-use natural oil surface, suitable for project use

store in dry, closed rooms; don‘t remove the packaging before installation

All-over adhesion or floating floor installation. For underfloor heating all-

over adhesion, with respect to specific heating directions, is compulsory. 

Do not install any visibly damaged and defective planks!

Attend to TRAPA‘s installation instruction.

Subfloors suited for wood floor installation as per DIN standard: maxi-

mum residual subfloor moisture of 2 % for cement screeds, 0,5 % for 

anhydrite screeds. Also for walls, the maximum residual moisture is 2 %.

Ambient conditions: humidity 40 - 60 %, temperature min. 15 °C 

Once all workers have left the construction site, all doors are installed 

and all paint work is finished it‘s time for the initial care with the appro-

priate TRAPA initial care oil according to TRAPA care table. TRAPA natu-

ral wood floors have a ready-to-use factory-oiled surface. However, partly 

invisible scratches, adhesive residues and abrasions caused by assembly 

work can only be permanently removed by initial care.



TRAPA GmbHTRAPA GmbH  I  Uferstraße 23  I  4801 Traunkirchen  I  Austria

EN 14342:2005 + A1:2008
Multilayered parquet elements as per EN 13489 for use as indoor floor covering as specified by valid standards and 

TRAPA installation and care instructions

Fire behaviour Cfl-s 1

Bulk density > 500 kg/m³

Formaldehyde emission Class E1

Fracture behaviour NPD

Slip behaviour NPD

Biological durability Class 1

Thermal resistance 0,11 m² K/W

Conservation of value:

Material wood:

To maintain the floor‘s value and avoid cracking, swelling and textural 

damage to the wood, constantly stick to the standard humidity of 40 - 60 

% - also in unoccupied rooms. Clean your floor according to TRAPA care 

instruction with TRAPA wood floor soap, refresh it with TRAPA initial care 

oil. For a detailed description, see TRAPA care instruction at www.trapa.

at.

Wood is a natural product. Due to its grown texture and grain, each piece 

is as unique and distinct as a person‘s face. Primarily in living areas, the 

wood‘s inherent warmth, richness and natural beauty exerts a special 

charm on human beings. 

Wood is no strictly standardised instant product, nor is there an equal 

substitute for it. Differences in colour, light and dark shading as well as 

the fact that, effected by UV-light, the hue changes over time are inherent 

features of wood. Thus, sample panels cannot be held as a 100 % colour 

and texture reference.



100% made in Austria

Storico plank grading overview as per EN 13489

Top layer

Free grading as per EN 13489

Wood species Oak 

Botanical name quercus petraea, quercus robur

Origin Europe

Grade Storico

Sound sapwood non-permissible

Intergrown knots permissible

Loose knots puttied unlimited permissible

Cracks permissible, if puttied

Medullary rays permissible

Ingrown bark permissible

Lightning cracks non-permissible

Slope of grain permissible

Colour variation permissible

Pest infestation non-permissible

Sound heartwood permissible

Stacking slat marks non-permissible

Resin pockets -

Non-visible parts

All features permitted without restrictions to size or quan-
tity, provided that stability and durability of the floor do-

esn‘t suffer.

Cfl-s1
equal to R12

slip-resistant

GS3


